The power of information... at your fingertips

Introducing MyFleet™, your portal for accessing GE’s fleet-wide information — providing the decision support tools you need to get more value from your assets.
Visibility —
Do you know how your units compare? Benchmark your fleet against GE's world-wide fleet. View trends that help indicate where your performance is superior and where you'll need to focus so you don't fall behind.

Insights —
Use GE's decades of experience in monitoring & diagnostics to help you avoid catastrophic damage to your operating assets. View diagnostic tools and access GE's vast knowledge in operations and maintenance from anywhere in the world to get the timely recommendations you need for better plant profitability.

Action —
Understand the changes needed to thrive in this dynamic economic environment. Make more informed decisions to increase your profitability. Strengthen not only sections of your assets, but your entire plant.

MyFleet services are based on your plant's needs:
- Operational Excellence: benchmarking and fleet statistical summaries
- Reliability Toolkit: alarm management, and starts and trips analysis tools
- Plant Advisor: modeling and advisory tools

http://www.ge-myfleet.com
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imagination at work